oxford begins new superintendent search

by andrew colantuoni

correspondent

dudley — the Dudley Planning Board has approved a conditional use permission to the Lyons Subdivision Plan reducing the number of homes in the subdivision by 16 buildings.

Currently under construction, the Lyons Estates will be an 18 home subdivision on a road called Truman Drive which will empty onto Lyons Road. Tim Revie, owner of Dudley Lending, sent an email to Town Administrator Bill Scannell in early December saying that, in order to receive the conditional by the Planning Board, the developer must reduce the current number of buildings.

The Planning Board, however, reduced the request from almost three thousand square feet to under one thousand square feet. In order to meet this reduction, the plans of the developer must be reduced to not more than 16 lots.

In the case of the Lyons Subdivision, the developer, Revanee Building, LLC, said they would reduce the number of homes to 18 in order to avoid overdevelopment and maintain the amount of open space within the subdivision.

revie, the developer of the Lyons Subdivision, has said he will meet the Planning Board’s request for 18 homes. He said he would reduce the number of homes in the subdivision from 26 to 18 and that he would reduce the amount of open space from 10% to 5% of the overall area.

According to the Planning Board, the developer must submit a site plan showing the new location of the homes and the remaining open space.

Webster — the Sheriff was in town for his annual Winter Coat Drive and dropped by the Dudley Food Share to donate and deliver brand new winter coats and some of the Blizzard of ’78, when this photo was taken in Webster. Courtesy of the Webster and Dudley Massachusetts Past, Present, and Future Facebook page.

Sherrif’s Coat Drive brings warmth to Webster

Sherrif Collins recently paid a special visit to Webster/Dudley Food Share to visit the Sheriff’s Annual Coat Drive. Then to receive the donation of brand new winter coats, warm socks and food packets made them all very happy.

his annual event takes the form of the Sheriff’s Annual Coat Drive. Then on Thursday, Dec. 3, Worcester County Sheriff Lew Evangelidis and Webster-Dudley Food Share Director A.J. Akkis, Board Member Lisa Tuttle, Staff Member Angel Santiago along with Sheriff Dudley.
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Betty Lauer, dean for the School of Technology, and food service, have been able to develop hands-on learning modules for students to complete this important educational training.

“QCC is dedicated to providing quality education and this in-home learning module approach is a method that allows students hands-on experiences to learn and grow without leaving the comfort of their homes,” said Kerri Peters, Dean for the School of Business, Engineering & Technology. “Students in courses that ranged from science to technology to food service module, students received a ‘breadboard’ devices used to make up temporary circuitry, as well as myDAQ, a Student Data Acquisition Device. The myDAQ is an interface that includes a comprehensive set of plug-and-play, computer-based lab instruments for hands-on student learning outside-the-lab.

The myDAQ is a bit like a Swiss army knife and allows students to do a variety of problem solving and experiment within their comfort zone at home. Mr. Lauer said. In the food service programs, faculty and staff reviewed curriculum requirements and selected recipes for take-home learning modules, which demonstrated specific learning concepts and provided key academic, knowledge and hands-on food service skills. Students received non-perishable food items, small kitchen tools and instruction books to enable students to work from their homes. They were mailed to students, or students were able to pick them up at QCC at the Senior Center, where the College’s Hospitality Restaurant Management programs are housed. Students either obtained their own perishable food items or picked them up from QCC. An example of a key learning concept in food service is the importance of cleaning protocols, required under ServSafe requirements. In the food service module, students received a ‘glove’ powder that they sprinkled on a food prep surface to see how it adhered. Then, using a mini black light also provided in the take-home packet, they were able to see any particles that remained on the surface.

Additionally, during the upcoming Spring semester, manufacturing students will be taking certificate exams for Precision Measurement in Associate Professor Lee Duerden’s quality manufacturing course. The students will practice on measuring equipment they will receive in their “Metrology Tool Chest” that includes tools such as: Tape measure Rulers Steel rules Micrometers Combination sets Dial Gages Bore Gages

“QCC has been lucky to expand its capability and equipment in this area,” said Professor Duerden. “This change has proved challenging, but providing hands-on learning is essential for the successful completion of this manufacturing course. It has been an incredible achievement for QCC and its faculty and staff to work collaboratively to continue hands-on learning during this pandemic,” Mr. Duerden said, adding that the tool chests will be returned upon completion of the course.

“We expect to continue using this method of learning in the future. Students have really embraced the idea of learning in their own space and many students have enrolled in this learning style environment,” Ms. Lauer said. For more information about QCC, contact Josh Martin, Director of Institutional Communications at (508) 754-7113 or jmartin@qcc.mass.edu.

QCC offers hands-on learning experience to students from the safety of their homes.
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State Police loans about $300 tax deduction for engaging in lower-risk celebrations this month. The DPH guidance also provided tips for participating in in-person festivities." the guidance for in-person celebrations to 25 people maximum, and to continue to wear masks in all public venues, even outdoors. The guidance also encourages people to continue to wash their hands regularly and to stay home if feeling sick.

The United Way of South Central Massachusetts's "Here's Hope For The Holidays" campaign is underway for those who haven't donated or have more to give. "It's not too late to make a donation," said United Way's Vice President of Individual Campaigns and Communications, Rachel G. Hall. "We are so excited to welcome Rachel to our team!" The campaign, which started on Dec. 1, aims to raise funds for local nonprofit organizations and to provide support to those in need during the holiday season.

The following recommendations are included in the United Way's plan:

- Limit in-person celebrations to 25 people maximum
- Tampons or cotton balls should be used if you travel
- Check symptoms before you travel
- If you or someone in your household has symptoms, do not travel
- Stay home if you are feeling sick
- Avoid crowded places
- Wash your hands regularly
- Wear masks in public settings
- Practice physical distancing
- Use virtual events instead of in-person celebrations
- Contact your local health department for guidance

The campaign is ongoing until Dec. 31, and donations can be made online at www.UnitedWay.org/Donate or by calling 1-800-282-1736.
To the Editor:

This holiday season, Friday, Dec. 25, would not be the same for many in our community who have been impacted by the global pandemic and all the restrictions that come with it.

The Dudley Police Department recently held a holiday gift drive for the Dudley Police and Fire Foundation. The goal of the drive was to purchase gift cards to give back to the community.

Chief Wojnar said that $2,000 was the highest financial amount that the department would use, but this amount could be increased if more donations were received.

The money from the gift cards will be used for the general fund, and there is no need for the department to use its own funds for gifts.

“We’re trying to do as much as we can to support the community,” Chief Wojnar said. “We’re trying to show our support for the community and make sure that the people who are trying to quit smoking or other tobacco products are helped in any way they can.”

The drive was successful, with over $2,000 worth of gift cards being donated. The department is grateful for the support of the community and looks forward to continuing to help those in need.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Phoenix Roofing
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Dear Reader,

Please take a moment to visit our website at www.StonebridgePress.com for more information about the music of DIVINE LIGHT and how to address your correspondence to us. Remember, we are here to help you with any questions or concerns you may have.

Sincerely,

The Editors of Divine Light

---

LETTERS

Emot Ered Read All About It!

Dear Editor,

I want to write to you to let you know that... Brother, your words belong to the last year’s language, and your next year’s words await another voice.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

EDITORIAL

Making SMART resolutions

With New Year’s day just around the corner, we, like many, are thinking about resolutions. And 2020 is a new year, so it is as good as any to start a new school year, but a new year is a new start, and not all of us are still in school.

More than half of all resolutions end up in failure. Many people just don’t have the time or energy to follow through with their resolutions. We all, of course, wish our resolutions were successful. However, if you can put more time and effort into your resolutions, they may have more success.

A resolution isn’t the right one for you if it’s a loss-leader. You have no returns, so you’ve wasted your time. If you have no plan, you have no guarantee of success.

The seven SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) can be used to help facilitate your success. If you make a specific goal of losing a certain amount of weight, your goal will be easier to obtain. If you set a time limit, the faster you lose weight, the better.

We all like to see progress and to see it fast. One way is to make something measurable. If you want to see how much time you spend on Facebook’ setting to “see how much time on something, say using social media, you can make a checklist, and as you finish each one, check it off.

You can make a chart to see if you are using your time wisely. If you see you are using more time than you should, you can use the “how much time you spend on Facebook’ setting to “see how much time”.

We can only improve our lives if we are prepared to make changes and see them through. If you can see the seven SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) can be used to help facilitate your success. If you make a specific goal of losing a certain amount of weight, your goal will be easier to obtain. If you can see the seven SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) can be used to help facilitate your success. If you make a specific goal of losing a certain amount of weight, your goal will be easier to obtain.
**Time for Your New Year’s Financial Mistakes**

Many of us probably felt that 2020 had a very long time. But now that 2021 is upon us, we can review the financial and investment decisions and one way to do that is through reviewing your New Year’s resolutions to make sure they can make these resolutions and resolve issues with your money and your life — physically, emotionally, intellectually, or in your career.

De-Stressing Strategies Promote Good Cheer

The holidays are around the corner, and despite the unusual year of 2020, this season will likely be quite different. The CDC recommends that the usual emphasis on anxiety and depression management by wearing masks and practicing social distancing be in place during the holiday season. This is not something new, but recent research has shown that people who engage in regular physical activity can help relieve anxiety and depression symptoms.

The CDC recommends that people engage in physical activity daily. This can include walking, jogging, yoga, or any other form of exercise that is enjoyable and that can be done safely. In addition, the CDC recommends that people engage in mental health activities, such as meditation, deep breathing, or other relaxation techniques.

Dress up your holiday meals with a centerpiece from a festive centerpiece from a florist. Consider purchasing a bouquet or arranging a few blossoms and create your own personal centerpiece. To include in or around your arrangement, you can add live flowers, such as blueberry-like cones and seed heads collected from your yard before the pandemic. The flowers can be placed directly in a block of foam set on your table. Before inserting fresh flowers, set the block of foam on your table so that it is centered with the flowers. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves.

Crane flowers are calming. Complex carbohydrates are feeding living color. Tuck dried flowers into your arrangement. Gather a few seasonal flowers and dry out quickly. The fan of yews, boxwood, perovskia, and spruces can provide a festive centerpiece from a florist. Consider purchasing a bouquet or arrange-ing a few blossoms and create your own personal centerpiece. To include in or around your arrangement, you can add live flowers, such as blueberry-like cones and seed heads collected from your yard before the pandemic. The flowers can be placed directly in a block of foam set on your table. Before inserting fresh flowers, set the block of foam on your table so that it is centered with the flowers. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves.

The fan of yews, boxwood, perovskia, and spruces can provide a festive centerpiece from a florist. Consider purchasing a bouquet or arrange-ing a few blossoms and create your own personal centerpiece. To include in or around your arrangement, you can add live flowers, such as blueberry-like cones and seed heads collected from your yard before the pandemic. The flowers can be placed directly in a block of foam set on your table. Before inserting fresh flowers, set the block of foam on your table so that it is centered with the flowers. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves. The flowers can be arranged in any way you like, using a variety of stems and leaves.
COATS
continued from page A1
and delivered 150 colorful winter jackets, masks and warm socks. Carolina Gornis' folks have been hit hard by this pandemic, these folks have certainly gone a long way.

Collins forms from the superintendent's side of the table, with the board, in that role, mostly in his opening words. So, he'd briefly looked over the changes, but admitted he did not get a chance to sit down and think it through before we met.

In the same meeting, New Mass Exits announced if you find yourself lost on familiar highways over the next few months, there's no need to get a GPS, your car can direct you to the exit numbers, visit www.NewMassExits.com.

The Planning Board ultimately voted in favor of the establishment of exit number installations to the lighting system, as well as a transition period.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Trial Court
Probate and Family Court
Worcester Probate and Family Court

December 25, 2020
Date

December 12, 2020
Date

Steven M. Burns
Registrar of Probate

Worcester Probate and Family Court

225 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01608

(508) 831-2200

Notice of Citation on Petition
For Formal Adjudication of Intestacy

In the matter of:

Estate of:

Maria Stom

Probate and Family Court

Worcester Probate and Family Court

225 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01608

(508) 831-2200

Docket No. WO20C0372CA

CITATION ON PETITION FOR FORMAL ADJUDICATION

Date of Death: 08/28/2019

Formal Adjudication of Intestacy

A Petition for Change Name of Adult has been filed by Jason Alan Roark, Webmaster MA
requesting that the court enter a

Deed of Change

Wishing you a Merry Christmas!
A Happy and Safe New Year!
**H.O.P.E. REAL ESTATE GROUP**
43 East Main Street, Webster, MA 01570
First Realtor Associates to Serve You!

**FEATURED PROPERTY**

**OXFORD - 4 SPICEBUSH LANE**
June Cazeault * Laurie Sullivan * Matthew Ross * Lori Johnson-Chausse * William Gilmore II * Brian Bohenko

**REAL ESTATE**

**Webster Lake - 100 Lakeside Ave**

**Lake Shirley - 647 Reservoir Rd**

**On the shores of Lake Cherggaggoggewan and Lake Cherggaggoggewachuanagamous**

**Town of Douglas** Meeting Minute Recorder
The Town of Douglas is seeking an individual to provide part-time (10 – 30 hours) assistance to the Board of Selectmen, Finance Committee, Planning Board, Conservation Commission, Zoning Board of Appeals, Building Facilities Construction Committee, Board of Health and the Capital Improvements Committee by recording meeting minutes. Organizational, interpersonal skills, and proficiency in computers is essential. Ability to take shorthand is preferable. Availability to view remotely, online, and access meeting minutes. Organizational, interpersonal skills, and proficiency in computers is essential. Ability to take shorthand is essential. Availability to view remotely, online, and access meeting minutes. Application process in-hand! Property Abuts Grafton Land Trust - Hiking Trails Right Out Your Back Door! 2 Car Garage! Furnace & Hot Water Tank 5 Years Young! Radon tested at 2.5! 4 Comfortable Bdrms & 2 Full Bthrms! Freshly Painted, Floors Recently Stained! Semi-Finished Lower Level & Bonus Room above garage! Nature Lover? Level Yard! Fix it & Sell it! * L. Johnson-Chausse

**FOR RENT**
**BROOKFIELD**

**111 East Main Street, Webster, Massachusetts 508-943-9306 508-987-0767 1-800-552-7444**

**Each Office Independently Owned and Operated**


**LISTINGS ALWAYS NEEDED – WE’RE ALWAYS BUSY SELLING!**
Happy Holidays! 
Enjoy the season 
with family and friends

Looking forward to assisting you in 2021 with your buying and selling needs.

ReMax Advantage 1
25 Union St., Worcester MA 01604
Licensed in MA & CT

My properties are selling!
Your home could be NEXT
If you list with me! Call now and let’s put SELL ON your list!
Katie Tenaglia
508.231.0664
beverly@ktenaglia.com

Donna Flannery
• And so much more…
• Professional photography
• 3D videos
• Home warranties
• Home staging services

Contact us to find more about your neighborhood market & what your home is worth!

November's Single Family Homes Real Estate Market

WEBSTER
Dudley:
11 Paglione Dr
$239,900
5 bdrm, 3.5 ba, 2 car garage, Family Rm, finished walkout, foundation, 3 seasons with heat, 12 acres of land, in a desirable area, on a dead end street.

OXFORD
22 Whiting Rd
$38,900
3 bdrm, 1.5 ba, 2 car garage, Family Rm, in-law unit, gas fireplace, central a/c, Ravenswood, Financing Assistance Available.

DORRINDA
978.434.1990
OFFICIAL SPONSOR
OF THE BOSTON BRUINS

CENTURY 21 NORTHEAST

Chauvin Excavating LLC
Shovel work since 1978
52 Dennis Hill Road, Charlton, MA 01507
Ph. 508-396-9723 • Fax: 508-392-8861
Email: bailey@chauvinexcavating.net

TITLE FIVE INSPECTION SERVICES

Jo-Ann Szymczak 774-230-5924
Maria Renda 508-873-9254
ReMax Advantage 1
25 Union St., Worcester MA 01604
Licensed in MA & CT

- 14 Refrigerators
- 14 Stoves
- 14 Garages
- 14 Bathrooms
- 14 Kitchens
- 14 Fireplaces
- 14 Gardens
- 14 Patios
- 14 Basements
- 14 Ceilings
- 14 Floors
- 14 Windows
- 14 Doors
- 14 Floors
- 14 Windows
- 14 Doors
- 14 Floors
- 14 Windows
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What’s the Difference?
There are four things different between Picture A and Picture B. Can you find them all?

A

B

New Word
FESTIVE
cheerful and jovially celebratory

Crypto Fun
Determine the code to reveal the answer!

Solve the code to discover words related to poinsettias. Each number corresponds to a letter.
(Hint: 11 = G)

A. 16 11 14 11 1 23 19 14
Clue: Vibrant

B. 16 3 1 4 20 17 5 16 20
Clue: December holiday

C. 14 13 15 18 13 20
Clue: Parts of plants

D. 21 13 16 11 1 15 17 4 11 25 20
Clue: Home adornments

Sudoku
Fun By The Numbers
Like puzzles? Then you’ll love Sudoku. This mind-bending puzzle will have you hooked from the moment you square off, so sharpen your pencil and put your Sudoku savvy to the test!

Here’s How It Works:
Sudoku puzzles are formatted as a 9x9 grid, broken down into nine 3x3 boxes. To solve a sudoku, the numbers 1 through 9 must fill each row, column and box. Each number can appear only once in each row, column and box. You can figure out the order in which the numbers will appear by using the numeric clues already provided in the boxes. The more numbers you name, the easier it gets to solve the puzzle!

Level: Advanced

Answer: A: garden, B: Christmas, C: Karen, D: Swann

How they SAY that in...
ENGLISH: Wreath
SPANISH: Corona de flores
ITALIAN: Ghirlanda
FRENCH: Couronne
GERMAN: Kranz

Did You Know?
TINSEL WAS INVENTED IN 1610 IN GERMANY AND WAS ONCE MADE OF REAL SILVER. MANY PEOPLE PUT TINSEL ON CHRISTMAS TREES AS EXTRA DECORATION.

Today in...
- 1603: THE UNITED STATES PURCHASED THE UPAKAN TERRITORY FROM FRANCE FOR $15 MILLION.
- 1660: SOUTH CAROLINA BECOMES THE FIRST STATE TO ATTEMPT TO DECLARE FROM THE UNION.
- 1903: THE UNITED STATES INVADERS PANAMA.

Merry Christmas
“How much will new replacement windows & doors cost me?”

Renewal by Andersen has a phone line dedicated to that question.

Call our 48 Hour Price Quote line at 1-800-209-2746, and we’ll provide a quote within 48 hours of your call. Most other companies take weeks to produce their estimate. Within 48 hours, a Renewal by Andersen Project Manager will precisely measure your home’s windows and doors, help you choose your window styles, colors, grilles and hardware, and then we’ll provide a down-to-the-penny price quote that will be good for one full year. No hidden charges and no more wondering, “How much will new windows and doors cost?”

Get a FREE price quote within 48 Hours!
Call 1-800-209-2746
to schedule your FREE in-home visit

Call before December 31st!

SAVE 20% ON WINDOWS
SAVE 20% ON ENTRY DOORS
SAVE 20% ON PATIO DOORS

$0 DOWN
0% INTEREST
0 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
FOR 1 YEAR

Renewal by Andersen is the full-service replacement window division of Andersen Windows, so everything we do is held to the same standard of excellence that Andersen has lived by for 117 years. And know that we’ve adjusted our operations to serve you in the safest way possible.

Make your home more secure. Book a Virtual or In-Home Appointment.
1-800-209-2746
We will be Open New Year’s Eve from 11am-4pm and Closed New Years Day.